Lovdeep loved local restaurant, FSL
The
Fantastic
Sensational
Luxury
restaurant
was a big
part of
Lovdeep
Citrine’s life. He travelled all over the
world and ate at the best restaurants
but he couldn’t wait to return to FSL.
Lovdeep’s first big airline deal was at
this restaurant when it was still a
diner and his airline grew with the
restaurant. Both became world
famous for quality and extravagance.
All of Lovdeep’s big news happened
or was announced at this restaurant.
In the last few years, that included:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Proposing to Carol Magenta
Announcing his purchase of
his son Christopher’s internet
company, Solid Grey
Reception for his marriage to
Carol
Announcing the purchase of
the new 777 airline, the first
company in North America to
receive this plane
Carol announcing that she is
pregnant
Planned announcement on
Sept. 24 that Flying Colours is
Canada’s new national airline

Lovdeep’s affection for FSL
happened in complicated

surroundings. His ex-wife, Mulan,
was working in the restaurant after
their marriage dissolved. Lovdeep
seemed to time his announcements
when Mulan and at least one other
member of his ‘first family’ were
present.
Furthermore, Lovdeep had been
publicly accused of killing the
owner’s wife in a drunk driving
accident. The owner, Austin Khaki,
had been publicly silent on his
feelings but he was still upset 3
years after the loss of his wife
Jennifer. Austin may have been
dependent on the work from
Lovdeep and his company but he
seemed to try to break away.
Two years ago, FSL moved to a new
location, next door to the competition
of Flying Colours, Skylette. The
owner of Skylette is loyal but not as
flamboyant so she didn’t bring in the
extra press or bystanders. It didn’t
matter because Lovdeep still came
to the restaurant and moved as
much of his operations to the new
location as possible. The Flying
Colours field is just across the street.
There has been speculation that
Lovdeep had a skewed view of the
world where he only felt successful
when others were in pain. His
patronage and announcements at
FSL were indicative of seeking out
the complicated.

